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Delhi feroz shah kotla stadium pitch report

Cricket365 December 5, 2015 Founded: 1883 Final names: Stadium End, Pavilion End Home team: Delhi Floodlights: Yes Test history: 32 Tests, 12 home wins, 5 away wins, 15 draws Review feroz Shah Kotla is a cricket pitch located in Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg, Delhi. It was founded in 1883 and is the second oldest international cricket stadium still functional in India, after the Eden Gardens in Kolkata.
Kotla staged his first Test of the 1948-49 season when the mighty West Indies under John Goddard took on India for five Test series and the ground produced some really good performances. For years, the pitch in Feroz Shah Kotla has largely been batting friendly. However, in December 2009, Kotla's pitch came under fierce criticism after an ODI between India and Sri Lanka had to be cancelled. The pitch
was deemed inoperable and dangerous after cases of cruel uneven rebound from the pitch. Sri Lanka were 83 for 5 when match officials decided the game could not be continued due to player safety. The last time a Test was played on the ground was in March 2013, when India hosted Australia in the fourth and final Test of the series, which the home team won 4-0. It wasn't a high-scoring match as
Australia, who won the toss, amassed a total of 262 all in the first innings. India spinner Ravi Ashwin took five for 57 in 34 overs. The hosts responded by being bowled out for 272 with Aussie spinner Nathan Lyon taking seven wickets, although the visitors' batsmen could not capitalise on the offspinners' good work. The tourists were tied for a palne 164 in the second race at the crease with left-arm Indian
spinner Ravi Jadeja this time wreaking havoc with a five-wicket haul. India knocked out a target of 155 with just four wickets down. Cheteshwar Pujara, who opened the batting, was 82 not out as the hosts completed the whitewash on the third day of the last Test. The Happy Hunting Ground India batting legend has the most runs on the ground with 759, but he's also played the most matches (10) on the
ground. The highest individual score belongs to Vinoda Kambli, who scored 227 points in 1993. Former India legspinner Anil Kumble has the most wickets for Feroz Shah Kotla, collecting 58 wickets in seven matches at an average of 16.79. This includes the rare feat of taking all ten wickets in an innings against Pakistan in 1999. They told Ashwin after the Test against Australia in 2013: You didn't know
which ball was going to bounce and rotate, and which would scoot along the surface. You had to try and make sure you increased the pace so that the batsman didn't have time to adjust. The third day was easier, compared with the previous evening. Australia allrounder Shane Watson after the same match: To see how the wicket was played in this game was certainly a huge challenge against their high
quality spinners and they even struggled at times with our high quality spinners as well. are here here foreign and conditions were almost the opposite of everything we have in Australia, that's for sure, but also playing cricket here in the past, whether it was Test matches, one-dayers or T20s, wickets were different from those as well. It was a big learning curve for everyone. To see how the wicket played in
this game is certainly a huge challenge against their high quality spinners and have even struggled at times with our high quality spinners as well. The Suns weather forecast is expected to be on all days of the Test match, no matter how long it may be like no game in the series has lasted more than three days. It will be high from 26 to 27 degrees Celsius on all days. The conclusion of India, who have
already won the series and broken South Africa's proud away record, will be nine years unbeaten in the Test series on the road, expect nothing much to change. The surface came for the third Test as Nagpur came in for criticism for breaking on day one, but the home team didn't care, it could be a bunsen burner again, so win the toss and you have a huge advantage if you bat first. India latest news reports-
previews South-Africa World XI (Test) World XI (TEST) Top Ten (Test) Top Ten (Test) Page 2 World XI (Test) World XI (TEST) Top Ten (Test) Top Ten (TEST) Top Ten (ODI) Page 3 World XI (Test) World XI (TEST) Top Ten (Test) Top Ten (Test) Page 4 Image Source: GETTY IMAGES Overall view of Feroz Shah Kotla Stadium, New Delhi Founded in 1883, Arun Jaitley Stadium (formerly known as Feroz
Shah Kotla stadium) is the second oldest cricketer in India after Eden Gardens in Kolkata. The stadium is located in the compound of the fortress Feroz Shah Kotla built by Sultan Feroz Shah Tughlaq. The stadium has a capacity of 48,000 and hosted the first Test match in 1948 - between India and the West Indies. Over the years, Arun Jaitley Stadium has developed into a happy hunting ground for the
Indian cricket team and the venue has witnessed some of the greatest feats achieved by Indian cricket with the famous 10/74 Anil Kumble in the innings against Pakistan being one of them. Kotla's ground pitch is considered batting friendly. The stadium is home to Indian Premier League franchises Delhi Capitals and Delhi Ranji team. The stadium was renamed september 12 by former Delhi and District
Cricket Association (DDCA) President, Arun Jaitley, who died in August 2019. During the opening ceremony, the stadium stand was also renamed the Indian captain and Delhi cricketer, Virat Kohli. Arun Jaitley Stadium Facts: Open: 1883 Capacity: 48,000 Headlights: Yes Final Names: End of Stadium, Pavilion End Opened 1883 Capacity 48000 Known as Feroz Shah Kotla, Willingdon Pavilion Ends
Stadium End, Pavilion End Location Delhi, India Time Zone UTC +05:30 Home to Delhi Floodlights Yes Venue Description: Home to Delhi Ranji and Delhi Daredevils team, Feroz Shah Kotla, is the second oldest in India. The stadium will be 100 000 miles away from its location. It is located near the Fortress Feroz Shah Kotla built by Sultan Feroz Shah Tughlaq. After its creation in 1883, the land was
severely restructured over the years. Colloquially, locals also call kotla stadium, which literally means citadel or fortress. The first international game here was a Test match between India and the West Indies in 1948.The Feroz Shah Kotla has been very happy hunting for the Indian cricket team. India won seven consecutive Tests between 1993 and 2007. In fact, India have won 9 and drawn 1 of the last 10
Tests here. India last lost a Test match here on their way back in 1987, a game that saw India getting bowled out for 75 in the first innings. India's ODI record at this stadium isn't bad either. Since April 2005, they have won six games and have not lost a match. one match was cancelled and one was not the result. Their last ODI defeat in Kotla came against Pakistan, where the visitors won by a margin of
159 runs. The win helped Pakistan win the ODI series 4-2 after India took a 2-0 lead earlier. How does the pitch play? For years, the pitch in Feroz Shah Kotla has largely been batting friendly. However, in December 2009, Kotla's pitch came under fierce criticism after an ODI between India and Sri Lanka had to be cancelled. The pitch was deemed inoperable and dangerous after cases of cruel uneven
rebound from the pitch. Sri Lanka were 83 for 5 when match officials decided the game could not be continued due to player safety. Based on the match referee's account of the game, the stadium was in danger of getting banned for 1-2 years. A ban of more than 14 months would see the stadium lose to host any matches during the 2011 World Cup. However, the ICC decided to ban him for just 12
months, paving the way for Kotla to stage his participation in 4 World Cup games, including India's match against Netherlands.Interesting Records in Feroz Shah Kotla: The stadium witnessed the famous Anil Kumble 10/74 in the innings, against Pakistan in 1999. With this data, Kumble became only the second bowler after Jim Laker to take all ten wickets in an innings. In 1983, Sunil Gavaskar scored 29
Test tons at the venue, equalling Sir Donald Bradman's record for the most centuries in Test cricket. In 2005, Sachin Tendulkar passed Sunil Gavaskar's record of 34 Test centuries, recording his 35th Test ton in the second Test against Sri Lanka at this point. By Sidhant Maheshwari STATS - TEST Total matches 34 Matches won batting first 6 matches won bowling first 13 Average 1st Inns results 352
Average 2nd Inns results 323 Average 3nd Inns results 23 9 Average 4th Inns results 173 Highest total registered 644/8 (214 Ov) by WI vs IND Lowest total recorded 75/10 (30.5 Ov) by IND vs WI STATS - STATISTICS - T20 T20 T20
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